October 17, 2019

Release Notes
SQLDetective 5.1.1 (build 210)
IMPROVEMENTS
Core
Oracle Client is now automatically downloaded and installed if no installation is detected on the PC.
SQL Editor
Added the ability to search for text occurrences in the DBMS Output tab.
Compare Databases
Improved the comparison of system generated objects.
Rename Object
Added the ability to
automatically rename tables indexes.
rename tables and indexes of another user.
Dataset/Datagrid
Focused cells are now always highlighted in datagrids.
Taskbar
Applied the autofit to the taskbar buttons.
Code Insight
Added a horizontal splitter so that the height of the Details panel can be customized.
Query By Example
Renamed the “Query by Example Editor” command to “Query by Example (filter and sorting).”

BUGS FIXED
Core
Fixed highlighting of search results in lines that include the TAB character.
The words “left”, “right”, “outer”, “inner”, and “cross” are now treated and highlighted as reserved words.
Alternative quoted literals are now highlighted correctly.
The error “FROM clause not found in SQL” no longer occurs on trying to execute a statement that includes
alternative quoting.
Ampersand is no longer duplicated in the tab’s caption in the SQL Editor.
The error “SQL command not properly ended” no longer occurs on trying to execute a statement with the
nested procedures in the WITH clause.
The CLOB field now has an inplace combo box with the IS [NOT] NULL, [NOT] LIKE operators.
SQL Editor
Timestamps with time zones are now shown correctly in the Data and Output tabs.
The application no longer hangs after the replacement of multiple text occurrences.
Object Navigator
Parent nodes are now automatically refreshed once a new object is created.
The reset action is no longer available for collections.
Dataset/Datagrid
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The “ORA-01480: trailing null missing from STR bind value” no longer occurs on trying to commit a table
with over 500 characters in the field.
Database Connection Window
Oracle homes changed for the database connection are now saved and restored correctly after restarting
the application.
Table Wizard
An access violation error no longer occurs on trying to truncate a selected partition.
On creating a new table, the table name is now immediately shown in the window title once the “Object
Name” filed is filled in.
Code Folding
Fixed code folding for the lines with parentheses.
Fixed the highlighting when statements are collapsed.
Code Insight
Ctrl+click now works correctly for all object names.
Find and Replace
Fixed the look&feel of the dialog box that appears during the text replacement process.
Clicking “Cancel” now breaks the text replacement process.
Find Text / Find in Files
The progress dialog box that appears once the text replacement takes more than 5 seconds is now shown
at the top of the main window, not in the SQL Editor workspace.
System Information
TNS_ADMIN registry values are now included in the system information.
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